
• The Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) II is considered the most 

commonly used score worldwide

• it is a better predictor of hospital mortality when compared to co-morbidity scores

• it has been associated with length of stay in the intensive care unit

Documentation of Severity of Illness 
Scores in Critically Ill Patients

• Rather than being used for clinical decision making, severity of illness scores are used primarily in 
research for

• risk stratification
• defining patient populations
• controlling for severity of illness within and between subjects

• At our institution, there is no standardized process for recording severity of illness which limits 
research opportunities 

Problem/Background

Current Situation

• Calculating the score retrospectively is difficult as 

• elements are often missing like ventilator 

settings or Glasgow Coma Score

• one element, acute renal failure, is dependent 

on clinical judgment

• some elements may not be collected within 

the specified time frame of 24-48 hours

• some of the elements may not be beneficial to 

obtain for patient care

Change Ideas

Plan:

• discuss with information technology and 

critical care teams to make a designated 

space for APACHE II, and prompt for 

collection of missing data elements

Do: 

• integrate scoring system in to the EHR

Study:

• discuss with critical care teams any 

unforeseen obstacles

Act:

• implement changes to the scoring tool as 

indicated

Discussion

Currently discussing with critical care teams and information technology to protocolize documentation 
of APACHE II
• create a location for ease of access to the score, presumably in the “summary” tab in the EHR
• plan to utilize nursing and respiratory flow sheets to optimize data already collected
• anticipate one provider prompt within the first 24-48 hours of a patient’s ICU stay if elements needed 

to calculate the patient’s score are missing
• provider to click if acute renal failure is present if unable to pull this from patient’s problem list
• provider to click to order any missing lab values 

Barriers:
• creating the space in Epic
• decreasing alarm and pop-up fatigue
• minimizing unnecessary tests
• maximizing clinical data that has already been obtained but is not easily accessible 
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• Increasing documentation of these scores would allow for more robust research production at our 

institution

Improve documentation of the APACHE II score in critically ill patients by 50% within 48 hours 

of admission to the medical ICU after implementation of a designated space for this scoring 

system in the electronic health record (EHR) and protocolizing the collection of missing 

elements needed to calculate the score by using provider prompts to minimize unnecessary 

tests and maximize documentation of clinical data that has already been obtained

• Create a space in the EHR where APACHE II is easily documented and accessible for risk 

stratification purposes

• Improve documentation rates of the severity of illness scores in critically ill patients

• Ensure that all data required to calculate the severity of illness scores is documented in the EHR 

within the first 24-48 hours of a patient’s ICU stay

• Implement provider prompts in the EHR to facilitate ordering or entering all missing components 

needed for calculation of the APACHE II score

Outcome measure: ability to calculate the APACHE II score in critically-ill patients

Process measure: ensure data required to calculate the APACHE II score is documented within the 

first 24-48 hours of a patient’s ICU stay

Balancing measure: maintain communication with critical care teams to minimize alarm fatigue and 

documentation burden 

AIM and Measures


